Postprints der Universität Potsdam Mathematisch-Naturwissenschaftliche Reihe ; 181 along microtubules driven by a flashing binding potential, where the cargo particle is elastically attached to the motor. Depending on the cargo size, the loading force, the amplitude of the binding potential, the turnover frequency of the molecular motor enzyme, and the linker stiffness we demonstrate that the motor transport may turn out either normal or anomalous, as indeed measured experimentally. We show how a highly efficient normal active transport mediated by motors may emerge despite the passive anomalous diffusion of the cargo, and study the intricate effects of the elastic linker. Under different, well specified conditions the microtubule-based motor transport becomes anomalously slow and thus significantly less efficient.
Introduction
The thermally driven Brownian motion represents a ubiquitous transport mechanism in aqueous solution, especially for small particles such as metal and salt ions, aminoacids, sugar molecules, and even for larger particles such as transcription factors, enzymes, lipid granules, or RNAs (on scales larger than their gyration radius). The mean squared displacement (MSD) covered by a Brownian particle without external bias (hri = 0) scales linearly with time, h(dr)
If an external force f ext acts on the particle, the mean distance in the direction of the bias also scales linearly with time, hri p f ext t/Z. The diffusion coefficient D, the viscous friction coefficient Z, and the temperature T are then related by the Einstein-Stokes relation D = k B T/Z, where k B is the Boltzmann constant. This relation manifests the classical fluctuation-dissipation theorem (FDT) at local thermal equilibrium. 1 The Stokes formula Z = 6pza relates the viscous friction with the viscosity z of the medium and the radius a for spherical particles in simple fluids. The mobility m = 1/Z and diffusion coefficient of a particle are thus inversely proportional to its size. Molecular transport inside living biological cells comprises both passive and active motion. 2 In complex molecularly crowded polymeric fluids such as the cellular cytosol, 3 the above simple linear dependence of the friction coefficient on the particle size generally breaks down, and the effective friction coefficient Z eff may even be exponentially enhanced in the liquid, with respect to the one in water by many orders of magnitude. This effect depends on the particle size, the correlation length of the polymeric fluid, and other parameters. 4, 5 For instance, if for a calcium ion the viscosity in the cytosol of a cell is essentially the same as in water, a vesicle or magnetosome with radius a 4 100 nm may rather experience an effective viscosity comparable to the one of glycerol which is some 1500Â more viscous than the one of water at room temperature, or even honey (10 000Â more viscous), as extrapolated from recent systematic studies in ref. 6 for a more simple system. Even for particles of a typical size of a globular protein (a B 2.5 nm) the enhancement factor can be as large as 750, as derived in ref. 7 from the experimental data in ref. 8 . Indeed, the passive diffusion of submicron particles in living cells slows down tremendously, if to consider it as a normal diffusion process on the macroscale, with respect to the one in pure water. However, a more dramatic effect is that the cytosol actually behaves as a viscoelastic polymeric fluid and displays profound memory effects. Viscoelasticity can cause anomalous diffusion in the subdiffusive range, displayed by the sublinear scaling of the MSD, h(dr) 2 i p D a t a with 0 o a o 1, where the anomalous diffusion coefficient is D a . Such subdiffusion was established in numerous experiments based on a large range of tracer particles both in the cytosol of living cells and in controlled crowded environments in vitro. [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Although subdiffusion mechanisms other than viscoelasticity also appear relevant to explain experimental results, such as continuous time random walk-type motion, 19, [21] [22] [23] and these different types of anomalous diffusion may even mix in some systems, 19, 22 on time scales relevant to our study the viscoelastic nature of the subdiffusion appears to be well established both in vivo and in control experiments in vitro. 16, [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [25] [26] [27] Viscoelastic subdiffusion is related to the famed fractional Brownian motion, 28, 29 as discussed in ref. 30 . This connection can be derived 31, 32 from a Generalized Langevin Equation (GLE) 1, 33 with a power-law memory kernel and fractional Gaussian thermal noise, 30, 34 see below. Dynamically the GLE governed motion with power-law correlations represents a well-founded approach with deep roots in statistical mechanics. 33, 35, 36 As shown in the above experiments, the highly crowded cytosol 37, 38 is such a viscoelastic environment, and we are thus going to use the GLE approach with power-law correlations in the present work. As a guiding example, we consider the subdiffusive motion of magnetosomes with submicron radius a = 300 nm and chains thereof consisting of up to 8 magnetosomes investigated experimentally in ref. 17 . These magnetosomes perform passive subdiffusion with anomalous diffusion exponent a E 0.4 in the intact cytosol. Their motion is characterized by subdiffusion coefficients as small as D 0.4 B 10 À16 m 2 s À0.4 = 100 nm 2 s À0. 4 and even smaller, depending on the number of magnetosomes in the chain. Therefore, the corresponding subdiffusion spreading within one second is of the order of merely 10 nm. Without help of active transport by molecular motors such particles would be practically localized on even appreciably long time scales. Pulling by molecular motors under consumption of energy provided by ATP is thus crucial for the delivery of such and similar cargos to more distant locations in living cells. 39, 40 Given the coupling of such cargos to the viscoelastic properties of their environment in the cytosol and the resulting passive subdiffusion of cargos, the immediate question arises: how does this affect the active transport by molecular motors? This is the focus of the present work. The theory of molecular motors viewed as Brownian stochastic engines is well developed for Markovian dynamics in absence of any memory effects. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] Generalizing these models systematically to the motor motion in viscoelastic media was started to be studied in ref. 34 and 49-53 by extending several popular models of Brownian ratchets 48 towards the dynamics with long-range viscoelastic memory. Such ratchets are indeed closely related to molecular motors. [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] 48, 54 Within the framework of such ratchet models one can think of the motion of a compound, tightly coupled motor-cargo particle as one moving in a periodic external force field provided by interaction with the polymeric fibers of the cytoskeleton, e.g., the microtubules in the case of kinesin motors considered here. A generalization of such a standard continuous diffusion ratchet model of molecular motors to include viscoelastic subdiffusion has been put forward recently. 55 This model explains a number of experimental facts, in particular, that the transport by molecular motors in the viscoelastic cytosol may be both normal and anomalously slow, depending on physical parameters such as the motor's turnover frequency and the cargo size.
In the present work, to become more realistic we establish a further generalization by considering the motor-mediated transport of large subdiffusive cargos, that are attached to the motor by elastic linkers. That is, we consider motor and cargo as two independent particles and thus relax the assumption of the absolutely rigidly linked motor-cargo compound. Similar elastic linker models were considered for the normal diffusion of both cargo and motor in dilute solvent conditions. 56 In our approach we assume that the passive diffusion of the motor is normal, without memory effects, when it is not attached to a cargo particle. We characterize the fact that the motor moves in the viscoelastic cytosol and not just water by a significantly reduced (by a factor of 10) diffusion coefficient with respect to the one expected in water. This assumption is justified by the relatively small size of the motor protein itself. However, the coupling to the subdiffusive, comparatively large cargo enforces the subdiffusion of the coupled motor-cargo unit, as long as it is not coupled to a microtubule. Considering experimentally relevant elastic constants of the motor-cargo linker from ref. 18, 57 and other realistic motor parameters we confirm the coexistence of normal and anomalous motor transport for certain parameter values similar to the findings of ref. 55 . However, as we discuss here, in this more general setup of an elastic coupling between motor and cargo, the anomalous transport regime becomes in fact reinforced. It is shown to emerge already for motor turnover frequencies of the order of 100 Hz for sufficiently large cargos of a typical radius a = 300 nm. However, even for such large cargo particles the transport can become normal if the turnover frequency is lowered to 10 Hz. Generally, the dependence of the effective subdiffusive transport exponent on the cargo size and the motor turnover frequency can provide a decisive experimental support for anomalous motor transport in living cells.
Theory and modeling
Diffusion in complex viscoelastic fluids such as the cytosol is commonly described by the GLE. 58, 59 We here consider overdamped dynamics of particles, neglecting inertial effects, as appropriate for the low Reynolds number limit for submicron particles in the cytosol. We use the single Cartesian coordinate y for such a particle. It corresponds to the chemical coordinate of the motion along the microtubule when the particle becomes attached to the motor moving on the microtubule. The GLE then reads
Here the memory kernel Z c (t) and the autocorrelation function of unbiased, thermal colored Gaussian noise x c (t) are related by the second FDT of Kubo,
named also the fluctuation-dissipation relation. It reflects the balance at thermal equilibrium between the energy supplied by thermal noise and the energy dissipated due to friction. The stochastic description in terms of the GLE (1) is not only consistent with the laws of equilibrium statistical physics and thermodynamics, but it also allows one to treat strongly outof-equilibrium transport driven, e.g., by a non-thermal fluctuating force f ext (t). The GLE (1) serves as a basis in passive microrheology, 11, 58, 59 at thermal equilibrium, to derive the complex shear modulus of the medium in the frequency domain, G Ã ðoÞ / io Ð 1 0 expðÀiotÞZðtÞdt, from measured particle trajectories.
The frequency dependence of the complex shear modulus is commonly used to characterize viscoelastic materials. 8, 11, 12, [58] [59] [60] In particular, the frequently observed power-law scaling G*(o) p (io) a with 0 o a o 1 corresponds to subdiffusion of a free particle in this medium, h(dx)
, with fractional diffusion coefficient D a and power-law memory kernel, Z(t) p Z a /t a , where Z a is the fractional friction coefficient obeying the fractional Einstein relation D a = k B T/Z a . 34 In the macroscopic theory of viscoelasticity, similar memory kernels were introduced by A. Gemant 61 as a generalization of the simplest Maxwell model with exponential memory decay. 62 In practice, the power-law scaling extends over a finite number of time and frequency decades. A high-frequency (short-memory) cutoff reflects the molecular nature of the condensed medium. A low-frequency, or long-memory cutoff guarantees that the macroscopic friction coefficient Z eff ¼ Ð 1 0 ZðtÞdt remains finite, reflecting the finite viscosity of any fluid on the macroscale. 30 63 The corresponding GLE can be derived from a purely dynamic hyper-dimensional Hamiltonian model assuming merely initial canonical distribution of thermal bath oscillators at a given temperature, like in a typical molecular dynamics setup. 33, 63 The solution of GLE (1) is then also fBm, but anti-persistent and subdiffusive, with Hurst exponent H = a/2. This transformation occurs due to the friction with algebraically decaying memory: 32 high noise values correspond to a high friction. Importantly, this friction memory is at the heart of the very phenomenon of viscoelasticity. Experimental values of a vary significantly and are in the range a = 0.2-1. 23 
Earlier modeling
The simplest way to model the action of molecular motors driving a cargo within the GLE approach is to approximate their collective action in terms of a time-dependent random force f ext (t), which itself exhibits a long range memory and is powerlaw correlated,
This can lead to superdiffusion, 64 hdy
for a 4 0.5. Notice, however, that b in this approach can only take the maximal value 2a for g -0. This corresponds to a strict 1/f noise property of the driving force f ext (t) generated by motors with almost non-decaying correlations. The origin of this limit can be easily understood when we consider the transport by a time-alternating force AEf 0 in opposite directions. Then, hdy(t)i p AEf 0 t a , for a given force realization, and after averaging over the driving force fluctuations hhdy(t)i Fig. 3 in that reference, the passive subdiffusion of lipid droplets with a E 0.58 is changed to superdiffusion with b E 1.74 when they are actively transported by molecular motors. Compared with experimental evidence, the approach in terms of a time-dependent random force is therefore too simple although it provides a number of useful insights.
Our model
We here consider a generalization of the viscoelastic motor model presented in ref. 55 . To start with, we assume that a motor with coordinate x along a microtubule elastically couples to the cargo and exerts the force f ext = k L (x À y) on it, where the spring constant is k L . The motor itself undergoes diffusion, most generally characterized by a friction memory Z(t), on the microtubule. The motor-microtubule binding potential U(x,z(t)) reflects the spatial periodicity L of the microtubule. The potential depends on the dynamic motor conformation z(t), the motor's internal degree of freedom. Our model for the coupled equations of motor and cargo coordinates y and x then reads
where the memory kernels Z, Z c and the corresponding autocorrelation functions of the unbiased thermal colored Gaussian noises x, x c are related by FDTs of the type (2). Furthermore we assume that the noise sources x c (t) and x(t) are uncorrelated.
The term f 0 in eqn (3b) is a constant external loading force which can oppose the fluctuation-induced transport and stop it. Such a force can, for instance, be applied in vivo by an optical tweezer or by using magnetic beads. We assume further that the dynamical motor conformations z(t) can take two values z 1 and z 2 . The binding potential is periodic, U(x + L,z 1,2 ) = U(x,z 1,2 ), but spatially asymmetric, as displayed in Fig. 1 in the lower inset. The spatial periodicity guarantees that transport is absent in the absence of conformational fluctuations, which are induced by ATP binding to the molecular motor and subsequent hydrolysis. In terms of statistical mechanics, such transport is forbidden by the symmetry condition of detailed balance at thermal equilibrium in the absence of an energy source. We assume that two consequent conformational switches make one cycle, and thus U(x + L/2,z 1 ) = U(x,z 2 ). Switching between two conformations is considered as symmetric two-state Markovian process with equal transition rates 2n turn .
To be more specific, we consider the piecewise linear sawtooth potential with amplitude U 0 and period L. The minimum divides the period in the ratio p : 1, and we take the particular value p = 3. This asymmetry defines the natural direction of transport in direction of positive x. The maximal possible load, or stalling force for this potential at zero temperature (i.e., without presence of thermal noise) is easy to deduce, namely, f will be lower, see below. We choose U = 20k B T r in our simulations. This corresponds to f stall 0 (T = 0) = 13.67 pN, about twice the maximal loading force of kinesin II at physiological temperatures. This choice leads to a reasonable stalling force at room temperature.
In this work, we neglect memory effects for the motor particle due to its relatively small size and choose the d-form Z(t) = 2Z m d(t) with regular Stokes friction Z m = 6pa m z w , where a m is the effective radius of the motor molecule and z w = 1 mPa s. We take a m = 100 nm, about 10 times larger than the linear geometrical size of the kinesin molecule in order to account for the enhanced effective viscosity experienced by the motor in the cytosol compared to its value in water. Furthermore, we use the characteristic time scale t m = L 2 Z m /U 0 * to scale time in the numerical simulations, where U 0 * = 10k B T r . For the above parameters, t m E 2.94 ms. Distance is scaled in units of L, and elastic coupling constants in units of U 0 */L 2 E 0.64 pN nm
À1
. Moreover, we single out the purely viscous component in the memory kernel of cargo as follows:
It should be stressed that even for this particular choice of the memory kernels the studied model cannot be compared directly with the model in ref. 55 . Indeed, if we wanted to exclude the dynamics of the cargo variable by projecting the whole dynamics onto the subspace of the motor particle alone, such a reduced dynamics of the motor particle would be described by the Laplace transformed, reduced memory kernel
the Laplace transform of the kernel Z mem (t) above. This can be shown for any binding potential U(x,z(t)) by formally solving eqn (3a) for the Laplace-transformed variable y(t) using the Laplace-transform method and substituting the result into the Laplace-transformed eqn (3b). Hence, the model of ref. 55 can only be reproduced in the formal limit of an infinitely rigid spring constant with k L -N, upon identifying Z m + Z c with Z 0 in ref. 55 , and Z mem (t) with Z m (t) therein, as well as by adopting the same model of binding potential U(x,z(t)). However, we are interested in realistically soft linkers and possible effects they can introduce, especially when a fluctuating binding potential acts on the motor. Indeed, when a normally diffusing particle becomes coupled to an anomalously slow one, who will win and enforce its type of behavior, the normal one, or the anomalous one? Or maybe they will find a compromise? The answer to this question is not trivial. In the absence of the binding potential, one intuitively expects that the anomalously slow diffusing particle will asymptotically enslave the normal particle. However, it is not clear what happens for a fluctuating binding potential. This circle of questions has not been studied before, neither in the theory of anomalous diffusion and transport, nor in the field of molecular motors. To elucidate these points is one of the primary goals in this work. Moreover, in this paper we study a different model of the binding potential, and consider a smaller value of a = 0.4 in numerical simulations. When the cargo particle is not coupled to the motor (k L -0), its free diffusion is described by the MSD 53
where with the underlying fractal scaling n i = n 0 /b iÀ1 and k i p n a i . This form ensures a power-law scaling, Z mem (ht,n 0 ,b,N) = h Àa Z mem (t,hn 0 ,b,N), for t values well within the time-interval between two short and long time cutoffs t min = n 0 À1 and t max = t min b
NÀ1
. The dilation parameter b 4 1 controls the accuracy of the approximation, which exhibits small logarithmic oscillations with respect to the exact power law, and n 0 corresponds to a highfrequency cutoff reflecting the atomic/molecular nature of any physical condensed environment. In this respect, any physical fractal, either spatial or in time, has minimal and maximal ranges, defined in our case by the ratio t max /t min = b
, and even a rough decade scaling with b = 10 allows one to approximate the powerlaw with an accuracy of several percents for a = 0.4, further increased to a one hundredth of a percent already for b = 2, see in ref. 52 . Similar expansions are well known in the theory of anomalous relaxation. 66 This Markovian embedding approach provides a foundation for excellent numerical treatment of the GLE dynamics with power-law memory kernel. A convenient parameterization uses
where , independently of b and N. The above approximation allows one to replace the nonMarkovian GLE dynamics with a higher dimensional Markovian dynamics by introduction of the N auxiliary Brownian quasiparticles with coordinates y i accounting for internal viscoelastic degrees of freedom. 34 In the present case,
where
, which are also uncorrelated with the white Gaussian noise sources x 0 (t) and x m (t). To have a complete equivalence with the stated GLE model in eqn (3a) to (5), the initial positions y i (0) are sampled from a Gaussian distribution centered around y(0),
The stochastic variable z(t) is described by a symmetric two-state Markovian process with identical transition rates n = 2n turn . This corresponds to the simplest model of molecular motors considered as flashing ratchets. 2, 41, 45 Numerical solutions of the set of eqn (7) are performed with a time step dt { n
À1
. The variable z(t) alternates its state with probability ndt at each time step, or continues to stay in the same state with probability 1 À ndt. This is decided upon comparison of a random number, uniformly distributed between zero and one, with ndt.
Thermodynamic efficiency and energetic efficiency of the cargo delivery
The thermodynamic efficiency of anomalous Brownian motors has been addressed quite recently. 52, 53 It turns out that the general approach developed for normal motors 42, 67 can be almost directly applied. It yields, however, several important new results in the anomalous transport regime. Generically, the work performed by the potential fluctuations induced by the enzyme turnover, or the input energy pumped into directed motion is E in ðtÞ ¼
67 This can be evaluated within the considered model, as a sum of potential energy jumps DU(x(t i )) occurring at random instants of time t i marking the cyclic conformational transitions 1 -2 -1 -Á Á Á. This input energy is invested in work against the external loading force f 0 . The corresponding useful work is W use (t) = f 0 dx(t). The rest is used to overcome the dissipative influence of the environment, and thus converted to heat. The thermodynamic efficiency of isothermal motors is thus R th (t) = hW use (t)i/hE in (t)i, after averaging over many ensemble realizations. Clearly, R th = 0 for f 0 = 0. This is also very clear from an energetic point of view: by relocation from one place to another neither the potential energy of the cargo, nor that of the motor has been changed. Such behavior corresponds to the normal modus operandi of motors as kinesin which is very different from other molecular machines such as ion pumps, which are primarily transferring ions against an electrochemical potential gradient, i.e., effecting an increase of the electrochemical potential of the ions. Anomalously slow transport introduces principally new features for f 0 4 0. Namely, for anomalous transport the useful work done against f 0 scales sublinearly with time, hW use (t)i p f 0 t aeff , while the input energy scales linearly, hE in (t)i p t, the latter being proportional to the mean number of potential fluctuations.
By the same token as fractional transport cannot be characterized by a constant mean velocity, it also cannot be characterized by any mean power or useful work in a stationary regime. One way around this is to define a fractional power and fractional efficiency. 52, 53 Or, one interprets physically the nonconstant thermodynamic efficiency R th . In the present case it decays algebraically in time, R th (t) p 1/t 1Àaeff and can still be comparatively high even for large times, as shown below. In the anomalous transport regime, asymptotically R th (t) -0 independently of f 0 . Even though the useful work performed against f 0 is always finite, a benchmark of any genuine Brownian motor, it becomes a negligible portion of the input energy in the course of time. The input energy is spent mostly to overcome the dissipative influence of the environment, that effects a hugely enhanced effective viscosity. It is dissipated as heat, Q(t) = hE in (t)i À hW use (t)i. The primary task of molecular motors such as kinesin consists in the delivery of various cargos to certain destinations, and not in the increase of their own potential energy. For this reason, numerous Stokes efficiencies have been defined in addition to R th . [68] [69] [70] Which of them is most appropriate remains somewhat vague, especially with respect to anomalous transport. 53 We proposed a different measure to quantify the motor performance at R th = 0, namely, the energetic delivery performance. 55 It reflects the optimization of the mean delivery velocity per energy spent. Quantifying the net input energy by the number of enzyme turnovers, a natural definition is D = d/(thN turn i), where d is the delivery distance reached during time t, after hN turn i cyclic turnovers on average. Clearly, hN turn i = n turn t, and for an ideal motor in the tight coupling power stroke regime, whose processive motion is perfectly synchronized with the turnovers of the 'catalytic wheel', 71 d = Ln turn t, and therefore
For any given d, the increase of n turn leads to a linearly increased delivery performance. However, in reality there will always exist deviations from this idealization.
Results and discussion
In our simulations we use N = 10, b = 10, and n 0 = 100 for the Markovian embedding, yielding t max E 29.4 s for t m = 2.94 ms. The numerical solution of the stochastic differential eqn (7) was achieved via the stochastic Heun method 72 
turn = 85 Hz and n (2) turn = 17 Hz denote the 'fast' and 'slow' turnover frequencies. According to these parameters we consider the six different parameter sets listed in Table 1 .
In Fig. 1a we illustrate both the active and passive motion of the cargo and motor particles for single trajectories. Consider first the case that the motor particle is detached from the microtubule. If motor and cargo are unconnected, the motor particle according to our model assumption would diffuse Fig. 1 Positions of the motor (black line) and cargo (blue line) versus time for a single trajectory realization in the case of anomalous transport (part a, set S 1 , see Table 1 for the parameters corresponding to various sets S i ) and normal transport (part b, set S 2 . Turnover frequency n turn = 85 Hz). The realizations of counting process (number of potential switches multiplied with potential half-period L/2) are depicted by red lines (difficult to detect in part b because of a perfect synchronization). The broken black lines depict the dependence of the averaged (over many trajectory realizations) position of motor on time in the case of a perfect synchronization (ideal power stroke like mechanism). The upper inset in part a shows diffusion of coupled motor and cargo in the absence of binding potential. The position variances were obtained using a corresponding single-trajectory time averaging, as described in the text. The upper inset in the part b magnifies a part of motor and cargo trajectories making the step-wise motion of motor obvious. It is perfectly synchronized with the potential switches. Cargo randomly fluctuates around the motor position. The lower insets show two conformations of the binding potential. When both motor and cargo particles are harmonically coupled, the motor particle initially diffuses normally but eventually becomes enslaved by the cargo particle, and both subdiffuse. This is shown in the top inset of Fig. 1a , where we plot the single trajectory MSD in terms of the sliding average
over the particle position variance dx
In the limit t { T this quantity provides the same information as the ensemble average hdx 2 (t)i, since the considered viscoelastic diffusion is ergodic. 30, 73, 74 We note that, on average, no mean displacement dxðtÞ of the motor-cargo complex occurs. This is in accordance with our intuition: the subdiffusing particle eventually enslaves the normal one, in the absence of external forces acting on the latter. However, once the motor is attached to the microtubular track, it processively steps in the direction defined by the asymmetry of the ratchet potential, and now the cargo has to move along with the motor. This is seen in the main part of Fig. 1a . Initially, the motor steps are perfectly coupled to the potential fluctuations, where it should be noted that a particular realization of the counting process in units of L/2 in this figure is faster than the average value corresponding to the optimal transport distance d = Ln (1) turn t, cf. the broken line. Indeed, different realizations of single enzyme dynamics yield different realizations of the potential fluctuations and the above optimal transport distance is the ensemble average over many trajectories. The particular realization can be both faster and slower, with a typical fluctuation in the number of steps of the order of ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi n turn t p . After some transient time one can clearly see the motor backstepping. Moreover, the cargo particle always fluctuates around the motor position, but on average it lags somewhat behind the motor. It is not obvious from this figure that the transport is anomalously slow and not just corresponds to some suboptimal mean motor velocity v o v opt = Ln turn . However, the transport is indeed anomalous, hdx(t)i p t aeff , after an initially normal transport regime as can be deduced after averaging over 1000 different trajectory realizations, as shown in Fig. 2 . This allows us to extract the anomalous transport exponent a eff . As already verified in our previous studies of viscoelastic subdiffusive dynamics in periodic nonlinear potentials, the value of this a eff is generally timedependent. However, it relaxes to a long-time limiting value in the course of time, which is displayed in Fig. 3 as function of the load f 0 for different sets of parameters. It is very important for physical reasons that the cargo lags behind the motor, following at a certain mean distance with fluctuations around it. Therefore, it makes sense to consider two effective exponents a eff for the motor and cargo separately. For a stronger linker, both exponents are very similar because the average distance between the motor and the cargo is relatively small, see the inset in Fig. 2a . Even in the strongly anomalous case S 1 , the average distance saturates at around dx = 17 nm, which largely exceeds the corresponding amplitude of the thermal fluctuations, given by the root mean square
58 nm. The elastic spring energy corresponding to the above average distance is
46.24 pN nm B 11k B T r . It can be easily sustained by a covalent bond. However, for a weaker linker the scenario becomes highly nontrivial and in fact strongly depends on the character of the transport regime. In this case, the difference between two exponents a eff for motor and cargo can be essential, see in 4 . These values largely exceed the corresponding thermal rms distances of 3.58 nm and 11.32 nm, respectively. This means that weaker linker can be unfolded during the transport of larger particle, or even break down. (b) For a smaller turnover frequency, anomalous transport becomes normal both for motor and cargo in the case of strong linker, S 5 . Surprisingly, for a weak linker, S 6 , the motor operates normally, while cargo enters a paradoxical super-transport regime with exponent a eff E 1.081, even if it moves slower than motor.
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Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2014, 16, 16524--16535 | 16531 Fig. 3 for a larger cargo. For a smaller cargo in the normal transport case S 3 , the distance is about 29 nm at the end of the simulation, see the inset in Fig. 2a , and the spring energy is about 3.3k B T r only. However, in the strongly anomalous regime S 4 , the mean distance increases to 170 nm and the spring energy rises accordingly until about 111k B T r . This is already a typical energy of a covalent bond. Therefore, such a linker, considered as globular entropic spring, will be definitely unfolded to reach its maximal length, which can indeed be around 150 nm when it is fully stretched and is sufficiently long. 75 However, the most probable scenario is that such a linker will simply break or, alternatively, the cargo will dissociate from the linker and will be lost by the motor. This is the first important result of this work. Namely, to transfer a large cargo in a strongly anomalous transport regime the linker must be sufficiently strong. With these caveats in mind, we consider the case S 4 in more detail, as it also reveals another remarkable feature, which is expected to be present for stronger linkers, as well, albeit to a lesser degree. Namely, in the case S 4 the motor moves faster than in the case of a stronger linker for S 1 , see Fig. 2a . This is a remarkable observation, which was not expected a priori. Given this feature, the motor can be expected to perform a larger work against an external load f 0 for a weaker linker. Moreover, on decreasing the turnover frequency down to 17 Hz (see the case S 6 in Fig. 2b ) the motor operates normally, with the same mean velocity as in case S 5 corresponding to the optimal motor regime at this frequency. However, the cargo paradoxically enters a super-transport regime with a scaling exponent a eff E 1.081, see also Fig. 3 , while moving slower than the motor. This means that the transport exponent b = 2a eff can, in principle, become larger than two, i.e. the observed motor-mediated diffusion of the cargo can be transiently superballistic. This is our second nontrivial and surprising result.
The explanation of this seemingly paradoxical behavior is quite simple. Namely, it occurs because the distance between the motor and cargo increases sublinearly in time, before entering the saturation regime. To realize this, let us assume first that this mutual distance grows linearly in time. Then, the cargo distance would also grow linearly with an effective velocity equal to the motor velocity minus the velocity of the mutual distance growth. However, if the mutual distance increases only sublinearly, i.e. with a velocity which drops in time, see inset in Fig. 2b , it appears that the cargo moves faster than in the normal transport regime characterized by the effective velocity. Paradoxically, an ever increasing delay of the cargo motion past the optimally operating motor due to the weakness of the motor-cargo linker can be interpreted as a super-transport of cargo. However, upon a saturation of the motor-cargo distance this transient regime will be over. This example shows that it can be very misleading to associate the value of anomalous transport exponent a eff with the speed of transport. For S 1 and f 0 = 0 shown in Fig. 1a , a eff E 0.63, both for the motor and cargo. The same value also characterizes the motor in the case S 4 . However, for the cargo the transport exponent here is larger, a eff E 0.70, even if it moves absolutely slower, an interesting feature by itself. This once again indicates that there is no simple general relation between the value of the transport exponent and the transport speed, contrary to common belief. The observed features explain the origin of the superdiffusive exponent in the range b = 1.2-1.4, in spite of the low value of the free subdiffusion exponent a = 0.4 in ref. 17 . However, for a smaller particle (or rather for a smaller Z a in our model) corresponding to the case S 2 , the transport becomes normal at the same flashing frequency and without biasing back load, f 0 = 0, as demonstrated in Fig. 1b . Interestingly, the corresponding single trajectory realization in Fig. 1b does not correspond to a larger transport distance at t = 1 s as compared with the anomalous transport in Fig. 1a . This is simply because the number of turnovers performed until this time is larger in Fig. 1a than in Fig. 1b , for the particular realizations presented. This reflects statistical variations of the corresponding counting process, or, in physical terms, the stochastic nature of single motor proteins. The upper inset in Fig. 1b reveals a perfect synchronization between the potential switches and the motor steps. It renders the red line corresponding to the potential switches barely distinguishable in this plot. One can also see in this upper inset that the cargo particle fluctuates symmetrically around the motor. It does not lag behind the motor on average, in contrast to Fig. 1a . Furthermore, within a transport regime closer to normal transport a much softer linker does not significantly change the results, as demonstrated by Fig. 3 for a smaller cargo. For a larger cargo, though, anomalous transport becomes clearly affected in a very nontrivial way, as discussed above.
Notably, the motor can operate normally if the turnover frequency is reduced, see the results for S 5 and S 6 at f 0 = 0 in Fig. 3 . However, the transport of cargo can become both normal (strong linker, S 5 ), or even, seemingly paradoxical, anomalously fast, if to judge from the transport exponent a eff for a weak Fig. 3 Effective transport exponents a eff of the motor and cargo as functions of loading force f 0 for various sets of parameters, as deduced from the ensemble-average at the end point of simulations (2.94 s). These two values of a eff differ significantly for weak linker and large cargo, the cases S 4 and S 6 shown in this plot. For other cases, the differences are much less pronounced. For this reason, only a eff for the motor is displayed for the other sets. Notice that a eff of the cargo can be larger than one for a normally operating motor in the case of a weak linker, S 6 . linker, S 6 . This super-transport is in fact absolutely slower than the normal one, see Fig. 2b and the related discussion above. These results show that motors can realize both normal and anomalous transport in the viscoelastic cytosol of living cells, where large submicron cargos subdiffuse on the time scale from milliseconds to tens of seconds. Which transport regime will be realized depends specifically on the particle size (or fractional friction coefficient Z a ), the enzyme turnover frequency n turn , and on the linker rigidity. This presents another important result of our work.
Furthermore, if a counter-force f 0 4 0 is applied, the anomalous transport regime becomes promoted, as shown in Fig. 3 . This effect is primarily due to the reduction of the binding potential amplitude U 0 . Anomalous transport will also emerge immediately for the studied parameters if U 0 is decreased, for instance, to the lower value 10k B T r .
The transport efficiency of cargo delivery in the viscoelastic cytosol can be of the same order as that for the motion in a dilute solution, despite the passive subdiffusion. This efficiency is demonstrated in Fig. 4 for realistic turnover frequencies (lower than 200 Hz). It persists even for large distances of some 8 mm. The discussed power stroke mechanism can thus perfectly overcome the subdiffusive resistance of the medium, if the cargo size is not too large. In the anomalous transport regime with strongly decreased transport efficiency there still exists an optimal turnover frequency, which depends on the delivery distance. Indeed, in the anomalous transport regime with increasing turnover frequency or load even normally operating motors do not have sufficient time to relax down to the potential minimum after each potential jump, or escape events become important. This results in backsteps, and after reaching a maximum versus n turn the delivery efficiency will necessarily drop. In the anomalous transport regime, the optimal n opt turn (d) necessarily decays with increasing delivery distance d. Energetically, it makes then less sense to hydrolyze more ATP molecules for efficient cargo delivery. A corresponding optimization can be important for the cell economy.
As expected, anomalous transport on a stronger linker is more efficient for realistic turnover frequencies, a fact that agrees with intuition. This is because the cargo follows at a larger distance from the motor in case of a weaker linker.
The thermodynamic efficiency becomes strongly affected by the fact that an increase of f 0 promotes the onset of the anomalous transport regime, as observed in Fig. 3 . Even if the transport was normal for f 0 = 0 it may become anomalous under a sufficiently strong external load f 0 . Hence, whenever the transport is anomalous, the thermodynamic efficiency starts to depend on time and vanishes asymptotically. However, it can be quite large even at long times such as t max B 3 s, see Fig. 5 , where it still amounts to some 23% at the maximum, see the results for cases S 2 and S 3 , where the thermodynamic efficiency practically does not depend on the linker rigidity. This is an important result of the present work, which is a priori counterintuitive. Namely, in a highly efficient transport regime, which is closer to normal transport, neither transport exponent a eff (Fig. 3) nor the thermodynamic efficiency are practically affected by the rigidity of the linker. However, in the low efficiency transport regime, the influence of the linker rigidity becomes evident in Fig. 3 and 5 . Remarkably, the thermodynamic efficiency of the motor is slightly larger for a weaker linker. This interesting feature is due to the fact that the motor covers larger distances in this case, as shown in Fig. 2 . Interestingly, the stalling force does not depend on k L at all for the studied parameters. The dependence of R th (t, f 0 ) on the load f 0 is very illustrative: R th (t, f 0 ) vanishes not only at f 0 = 0, but also at some f stall 0 (T,U 0 ,n turn ). This defines the stalling force, which is time-independent but strongly depends on potential amplitude, temperature, and driving frequency. The thermodynamic efficiency has thus a maximum at some optimal loading force f opt 0 (t), and R th (t, f opt 0 ) can be relatively high in the anomalous transport regime, for a sufficiently high potential amplitude U 0 , comparable with the maximal thermodynamic efficiency of kinesins in the normal regime of about 50%. The dependence of R th (t, f 0 ) on f 0 is strongly asymmetric in the thermodynamically highly efficient regime. However, it becomes more symmetric in a low efficient anomalous regime, where it is /2, and a proportionality coefficient which slowly drops in time. This phenomenon of a time-dependence of R th (t) can be verbalized as fatigue of molecular motors caused by the viscoelasticity of the cytosol. It can be used as direct means to probe our model experimentally.
Indeed, for low-efficient anomalous transport, the dependence of R th on the load in Fig. 5 is approximately parabolic, with a maximum at f opt 0 = f stall 0 /2. Counterintuitively, it is slightly larger for a softer linker. This is because the useful work was defined as the work performed by motors against f 0 , and not by the cargo, and that the motors step ahead of their cargos on slightly larger distances for a softer linker. The maximal loading, or stalling force f stall 0 is time-independent. It also does not depend on the cargo size. However, it strongly depends on the flashing frequency (Fig. 5) , as well as on the potential amplitude and temperature (Fig. 6) . Numerical results show that for U 0 4 U m (n turn )T/T r ,
and a fit to numerical data yields U m E 11.2k B T r at n turn = 85 Hz. The corresponding stalling force becomes f stall 0 E 6 pN for U 0 = 20k B T r , but is smaller for n turn = 17 Hz (Fig. 5) . From this we conclude that a reasonably strong motor requires binding potential amplitudes larger than some ten k B T. We may interpret the result in eqn (9) in terms of an effective free energy barrier F 0 (T) = U 0 À TS 0 with an effective 'entropy' S = U m (n turn )/T r . Then, f stall 0 (T,U 0 ,n turn ) E 4F 0 (T)/3L for positive F 0 .
Conclusions
In this work, we presented a model for active transport of submicron cargo particles by molecular motors in the viscoelastic cytosol of living cells. This model goes significantly beyond our previous discussion in ref. 55 by the inclusion of a realistic elastic linker between the motor and its cargo, giving rise to a number of surprising effects. When decoupled from the motor, the cargo particles subdiffuse and the motor operates normally. As shown here, the effective transport of the coupled motor-cargo complex may be both normal and anomalous, depending on the physical parameters of the system. The viscoelasticity of the cellular cytosol is taken into account by the formulation of the cargo dynamics in terms of a Generalized Langevin Equation with a memory kernel, which scales in accordance with a power law between two cutoffs. Passive subdiffusion according to our model occurs on time scales between t min = t max /z 1/(1Àa) rel and t max , where z rel is the effective cytosol viscosity relative to the water viscosity. It is distinctly enhanced, z rel c 1, for submicron particles. Asymptotically, normal diffusion of the free particle is restored, but with this increased value of z rel . For a = 0.4 and typical values z rel B 10 4 or z rel B 10 3 , subdiffusion then persists over about 6.5 or 5 decades in time, respectively. Such transient subdiffusion is described by the multidimensional Markovian embedding with a well-controlled accuracy of the approximation. The molecular motor is described by a variant of the standard Markovian model of flashing Brownian motors with a periodic saw-tooth potential, that randomly fluctuates between two realizations differing by phase, such that two potential flashes correspond to one complete enzyme cycle, that can advance the motor by one spatial period. This model describes, in particular, a perfect power stroke ratchet transport in the case of highly processive molecular motors. It explains how a perfect ratchet mechanism can win over subdiffusional restrictions in living cells. A perfect transport regime with maximal transport efficiency emerges when the motion of the motor is locked onto the potential fluctuations effected by the internal motor turnover. As an important new result, we clearly showed that in order to operate efficiently with a non-vanishingly small stalling force in the viscoelastic environment of living cells the amplitude of the binding potential U 0 should be no less than around ten k B T r , or 0.25 eV. For a realistic value U 0 B 20k B T r B 0.5 eV, with a stalling force about 5-6 pN within the present model, depending on the motor operating frequency it turns out that variation of the spring constant of the linker in the experimentally relevant range k L B 0.03-0.3 pN nm À1 does not change significantly the major results in the efficient transport regime for sufficiently small cargos. However, in a strongly anomalous regime emerging for large cargos the weakness of the linker can distinctly influence the transport. In fact, our results show that a weak linker with k L B 0.03 pN nm À1 might simply not be able to sustain anomalous transport of sufficiently large cargos with a = 300 nm in such a regime. It will be strongly stretched and eventually break, or the cargo will dissociate from it and become lost (other scenarios are also possible). However, if the motor operates slowly and enters the optimal normal regime, such a weak linker may indeed support transport of such large cargos on a smaller spatial scale with cargo entering a paradoxical regime of transient supertransport with a eff larger than one, the origin of which is rationalized within our model. Furthermore, the cargo delivery efficiency is generally larger for a stronger linker, but the thermodynamic efficiency of the motor is somewhat smaller. In our view, these conclusions are interesting and important, and will prompt further studies in this direction. The crucial point which our model explains is how one and the same motor in the same cell can realize both normal and anomalous transport. The occurrence of a particular transport regime depends on the binding potential amplitude, the fractional frictional strength Z a of the cargo particle (depending on its size), the external loading force f 0 , and the enzyme turnover frequency. The effective transport exponent a eff can vary from a to one, and this can easily explain the emergence of anomalously fast diffusion with b = 2a eff mediated by motors in the cells with a r 0.5. Strikingly enough, the transport can be perfectly normal (in agreement with many experiments), reflecting an almost perfect synchronization between the enzymatic turnovers and the motor's stepping along microtubule. This can be rationalized within a power-stroke mechanism and explains how a power-stroke like operation of molecular motors can win over passive subdiffusion. Conversely, in the presence of a large cargo or otherwise unfavorable parameters such as a high turnover frequency, the viscoelasticity of the environment may enforce a subdiffusive, anomalous transport by the molecular motor. Then, the average distance traveled by the motorcargo compound grows slower than linearly in time.
As a final conclusion, we reaffirmed in a more realistic setting the major qualitative results obtained in ref. 55 based on a more simplistic approach. Thus, the occurrence of anomalous versus normal transport depending on the cargo size and the motor turnover frequencies now appears to be well rationalized. In particular, in order to beat subdiffusion with a power stroke one needs an appreciably strong linker between the motor and its cargo.
We hope that these new results will inspire new experiments, as they should be present in more complex models of molecular motors operating in viscoelastic cytosol. We hope that this can be done in a nearest future.
